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Bring Your 
Design Dreams to 
the Surface with 
Caesarstone 

4033 Rugged Concrete

30 Years of 
Caesarstone
Your kitchen surface is the most prestigious place in 
your home. You trust that it is of the highest quality 
craftsmanship and made with only the best materials 
available. Caesarstone consists of up to 93% quartz — one 
of nature’s strongest minerals — and combines beauty 
with outstanding performance, allowing you to bring your 
design imagination to life. 

Founded in 1987, Caesarstone is the pioneer of engineered 
quartz surfaces. Its dominant position in the market 
is achieved through a continuous focus on research 
and development and technical investments. For three 
decades, Caesarstone has set new standards for innovation 
and craftsmanship and continues to set trends in the 
industry. 

4033 Rugged Concrete



4 5031 Statuario Maximus 

The new generation of surfacing yields improved products,
far superior to other materials like marble and granite.
Caesarstone quartz surfaces are durable, flexible and
nonporous and highly scratch, stain and heat resistant. They
come from our state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities,
utilizing the most advanced technologies.

With Caesarstone, you have freedom of design with
seemingly endless application possibilities to add style and
sophistication to any space.

An Everyday 
Masterpiece
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2141 Blizzard

The Original Quartz 
Surface Collection
At the very core of our brand, Classico combines 
leading-edge technology, color and design innovation.

A perfect surface is like the icing on a cake. It is the final
touch, your own personal signature. With Caesarstone’s
vast array of colors, styles and motifs, you are sure to find
your perfect design. Our comprehensive range of colors,
patterns and textures combine with a lifetime warranty* for
guaranteed satisfaction.

Celebrate and reflect your style through luxe details, color
and customization.

* The terms of the lifetime warranty can be obtained at 
Caesarstoneus.com. 

Classic Color 
Collection

1141 Pure White 

3141 Eggshell 4001 Fresh Concrete

4600 Organic White

4141 Misty Carrera + Honed

6141 Ocean Foam

7141 Quartz Reflections

 6600 Nougat

Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample. 

6313 Turbine Grey

2030 Haze
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5043 Montblanc NEW

4003 Sleek Concrete

4130 Clamshell5031 Statuario Maximus + Honed

4004 Raw Concrete

6313 Turbine Grey NEW

5133 Symphony Grey 

5130 Cosmopolitan White

5111 Statuario Nuvo + Honed

4033 Rugged Concrete NEW6134 Georgian Bluffs NEW 5110 Alpine Mist + Honed

6131 Bianco Drift

4030 Pebble + Honed

5143 White Attica NEW 5000 London Grey + Honed

5141 Frosty Carrina + Honed 5131 Calacatta Nuvo + Honed

5211 Noble Grey

6046 Moorland Fog NEW
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4330 Ginger

2230 Linen

4360 Wild Rice

6003 Coastal Grey

4350 Lagos Blue

5003 Piatra Grey

4230 Shitake

6338 Woodlands

4120 Raven

Shade and graining of actual product may vary from printed sample. 

Please note that Honed and Concrete finishes will require more daily maintenance than our polished finishes. Since there is more 

exposed surface area with honed finishes, water marks, finger prints and other signs of daily living may show. Most of these marks can 

be easily removed with little effort and non-abrasive cleaning products such as Soft Scrub Liquid Gel. Please consult your Caesarstone 

representative or our website to obtain more information or a sample.

5134 Urban Safari

5220 Dreamy Marfil + Honed 5212 Taj Royale

5104 Tuscan Dawn 5100 Vanilla Noir

3100 Jet Black

6270 Atlantic Salt

2003 Concrete 



1312 5211 Noble Grey
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Newest 
Inspirations
Caesarstone blends function and splendor by
continually innovating new premier surface products
that personalize your décor preferences.

5143 White Attica

5043 Montblanc NEW

4033 Rugged Concrete NEW

6046 Moorland Fog NEW 6313 Turbine Grey NEW

5143 White Attica NEW

6134 Georgian Bluffs NEW
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The Concrete 
Series

4003 Sleek Concrete

Caesarstone's range of concrete designs offer a modern, 
industrial look with all the benefits of quartz. 
The newest addition, Rugged Concrete, brings texture 
to the forefront and adds further depth to the series.

4033 Rugged Concrete
Texture accentuates unique gradients of grey camouflaged  
by billows of white, expressing a chic, urban presence. 

4001 Fresh Concrete
A delicate and clean, modern industrial appearance of
fine white concrete in a matte texture, bringing an aged
patina and feel to the surface.

4004 Raw Concrete
A natural soft grey color and a distinctive texture deliver
the classic industrial concrete look.

4003 Sleek Concrete
Encapsulates the look and feel of fine concrete with a
warm grey base, perfect for the modern industrial look
with the durability of Caesarstone quartz.

2003 Concrete
Cooler and darker tones give this polished option its “wet
concrete” appearance and classic aesthetic.

4001 Fresh Concrete

4003 Sleek Concrete

4033 Rugged Concrete NEW

4004 Raw Concrete

2003 Concrete 
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5131 Calacatta Nuvo

5111 Statuario Nuvo

5031 Statuario Maximus

Supernatural 
Design

5111 Statuario Nuvo

The Supernatural series is a collection of marble-inspired 
designs that achieve the exquisite appearance of natural 
stone and showcase intricate veins, bold colors and deep 
textures.

5031 Statuario Maximus 
Features bolder, natural, darker grey veins sweeping 
across its soft white base color further enriched by
delicate, infused background veins.

5131 Calacatta Nuvo
The original Supernatural Ultra design, features classic 
wide, lighter grey veins.

5111 Statuario Nuvo 
Incorporates delicate finer grey/brown veins, perfect for 
a subtler overall look.



2120 5043 Montblanc
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Creating the 
Perfect Touch 

2141C Crocodile

Motivo Collection
The Motivo collection offers captivating textured surfaces
developed using a patented manufacturing process to
create a special embossed effect, adding a patterned
texture and a genuine statement to your design.

Patterns in Crocodile, Lace, Braids, and Stripes are 
available in white, beige, dark grey, or black. These 
stunning designs are perfect for creating looks that 
range from fresh to traditional, urban to exotic – the 
choice is yours.

Motivo dares you to be different.

2141 Lace

The Motivo Collection is available by special order only. Contact 

a Caesarstone partner retailer or Caesarstone distribution center 

near you for more information.

3100L Lace 

2220S Stripes 

2003B Braids 

2141C Crocodile
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8141 Puro 8141 Puro - Back Lit

8330 Albero

8551 Viola 8551 Viola - Back Lit

8531 Profondo 8531 Profondo - Back Lit

8630 Sirena

8310 Sfumato

8331 Legno

8616  Fiero

8311 Nebbia 8311 Nebbia - Back Lit

8540 Indigo

The Semi-Precious 
Stones Collection

Concetto Collection
The Concetto collection is the premier choice in superior
luxury surfaces. Available in 10 exquisite colors, this
handcrafted collection beautifully incorporates the highest
quality semi-precious stones from around the globe.

Individually cut and bound semi-precious stones undergo
an innovative process that enhances their brilliance to
create vivid and opulent surfaces. For an even greater
impact, use backlighting to enhance the natural
translucency and create a truly inspirational atmosphere.

Concetto will enhance the design of any luxurious interior.

8141 Puro

8310 Sfumato - Back Lit
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Caesarstone Slab ID
The underside of every Caesarstone slab is uniquely 
stamped with identification information establishing 
authenticity.
 

Wall Applications
Caesarstone has specially selected a range of colors and 
designs in 13mm thickness for wall applications.

Because Caesarstone quartz surfaces are nonporous and 
mold and mildew resistant, they are  ideal for kitchen 
back-splashes and bathroom wall panels. Large slab sizes 
provide a sleek and modern aesthetic, minimizing joints 
and maintenance.

Edge Profiles
Your surface is not complete without an edge profile 
to complement your slab selection and space. With 
Caesarstone, selecting the best fit is easy. The unique 
properties and durability of Caesarstone quartz surfaces 
allow for a wide range of edge-profile design options.

Many edge profiles are possible, from a standard 
edge to laminated or mitered edges which create the 
appearance of a thicker slab. All edge details should 
have a minimum 1/8” radius on any profile, for both top 
and bottom edges. For high-traffic areas, 1/4” minimum 
radius is suggested. 

Edges

Common Ornate

Triple OgeeTriple Egg

Ogee
Square Step

Ogee
Bullnose Step

Triple Bullnose

Ogee Bullnose

RadiusMiter Edge Bevel Square

Double Radius Bevel Double Bullnose

1½

1½

1½

1½

1½

1½

1½

1½

1½

³⁄8

1½

1½

¹⁄8

1½

1½

½

1½

1½

½

1½

2¼

1¾

2¼

1¾

2¼

1¾

1½

1½

5131 Calacatta Nuvo
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How it works

Current countertop

Surface prep

The surface of the current 
countertop is prepared and 
cleaned for application.

Adhesive application

The adhesive is mixed to 
match the color and applied 
to the surface.

Transform™ countertop

Transform™ is carefully applied 
to the top and sides, covering 
the old countertop.

Introducing
Transform by
Caesarstone

Breathe new life 
into your space
Caesarstone combines beauty with outstanding 
performance, allowing you to bring your design 
imagination to life. With Transform by Caesarstone,  
you can enhance your home with the elegance and style  
of long-lasting Caesarstone... in just hours.

Transform by Caesarstone is a cutting-edge, 13mm  
custom quartz overlay that is professionally applied on  
top of your existing countertops, giving you a luxurious 
update without the time, tear-out and cost of a full 
countertop remodel. Blending leading edge technology, 
color, and design innovation, Transform by Caesarstone 
brings the most durable, beautiful surfaces to your home  
in the speed of life. 

Visit transformyourkitchen.com to find a Transform 
retailer near you.

NEW 13 mm 
TRANSFORM

2 cm
TRADITIONAL

3 cm
PREMIUM

Please note, samples are 2cm thick however 
Transform™ is only available in 13mm

(1:1 scale)

Before
After

5100 Vanilla Noir
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Surfaces That Go 
Far Beyond Kitchen 
Countertops
Caesarstone is not just for kitchen countertops. They 
are popular for use around the fireplace, on featured 
walls and in the dining room to add a touch of style and 
sophistication. 

The surfaces are ideal for furniture pieces like coffee 
tables and entertainment units, and they are perfect as 
countertops for wet areas, like bathrooms and wet bars, 
due to the nonporous nature of the material.

Caesarstone  
Applications

Countertops and 
backsplashes
Shower and tub surrounds
Thresholds 
Lavatories and sinks
Interior wall cladding
Table and desk tops
Fireplace mantles and 
surroundings
Food service areas
Bank teller stations
Wainscots and wall bases
Elevator cab walls
Service counters

Industries that  
use Caesarstone

Restaurants
Hospitality
Retail 
Corporate
Multi-Unit Residential
Healthcare

Education

Public Buildings
Banking
Transportation Interiors

5141 Frosty Carrina
Tracy Interiors, HC Studio

Fonté Coffee Roaster Café
Seattle, WA
1141 Pure White

Additional 
Applications
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Caring for Your 
Caesarstone

Caesarstone surfaces require minimal maintenance to
keep them looking like new due to the hard, nonporous
and highly stain resistant nature. For everyday, routine
cleaning, simply wipe surface with a damp cloth and warm
soapy water. Caesarstone ensures ease of care for long 
lasting luster.

Tougher stains like lemon juice, wine, nail polish or 
permanent marker can easily be removed with little effort.

Certifications
Caesarstone is backed by the Good 
Housekeeping Seal and was chosen as 
the official countertop for the Good 
Housekeeping Research Institute.

Caesarstone is the first quartz surfacing company to receive 
ISO 14001 certification - a global standard specifically for 
environmental protection.

MINIMUM 41% RECYCLED CONTENT
PRE-CONSUMER

Benefits
Caesarstone quartz surfaces are the ultimate combination 
of nature and technology. Nonporous, scratch resistant 
and highly resistant to stains, Caesarstone retains its 
beauty without sealants or waxes and is practically 
maintenance-free.

6313 Turbine Grey
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Beauty for Life - 
Guaranteed

A Culture of Quality 
As a leader in our industry, we are committed to the
highest quality of our products’ technical characteristics,
sustainability and certification, which allows us to offer you
a Caesarstone lifetime warranty.

Avoid the need for constant maintenance or replacement
of materials. You can have peace of mind that your
Caesarstone is going to last - even in high-traffic areas.

Customer Service
When considering investing in a premium quartz surface,
there is one thing you should know: the surface you choose
is only as good as the company that stands behind it,
especially when it comes to customer service.

At Caesarstone, we know that once the installation is
complete, our job has just begun. Your satisfaction and
service experience are very important; you can count on us.

Caesarstone USA, Inc. will warrant, from the original date
of installation, material that fails due to any manufacturing
defect when fabricated and installed by a Caesarstone
Certified Fabricator.

5130 Cosmopolitan White

6046 Moorland Fog
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La Sirena, NYC
5141 Frosty Carrina

To me, 
Caesarstone is 
where beauty 
and function 
come together.”
Mario Batali
Chef and Restaurateur 

From New York to Tel Aviv, see Caesarstone surfaces 
in residences, restaurants, hotels, retail boutiques, 
commercial buildings and office spaces worldwide.

It’s no wonder some of the most respected 
restaurateurs, design-savvy celebrities, award-
winning architects and influential interior designers 
choose Caesarstone as their surface of choice. You too 
can incorporate the beautifully sophisticated surfaces 
of Caesarstone into your home quickly and easily. 

Caesarstone is an industry innovator and the first to 
develop and market a quartz surface.

"

5141 Frosty Carrina
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We’d love to hear from you.  
For more design ideas, queries  
and for your local distributor,  
visit our website:  

© Caesarstone 2017
Caesarstone® is a 

registered trademark.

www.caesarstoneus.com

Q3 2017


